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the observed np leakage, and concluded that an opportunity
did not exist. It was evidently waiting for a leak before in-

vestigating the bolts asa cause thereof,atid intended to wait another
general overhauling in 1900 before doing so, unless a leak sooner dis-
covered indicated the necessity of immediate examination. Carriers
are not privileged, usually, to abstain for such time from detailed in-
vestigatiqns of attachments which the expectable conditions of the
journey may injuriously affect, and it is not apparent that a ship
sllould be exempted from the ordinary requirements of prudent action
applicable to the care of other vehicles of transportation. With what
regard would courts receive the plea of a railway company that it
had not examined bolts and )luts of a freight car for over two years,
and did not intend to do so for. two years more, unless some injurious
effects from the bolts. becoming should earlier appear; and
this, too, while it knew that the bolts loosened by degrees, as the claim-
ant's expert .Martin testified was the case with those now under con-
sideration, and also knew that such loosening would be likely to
result from violent strains in the course of operation. Such a plea
would merit and receive instant condemnation. Pursuant to the fore-
going views, a decree is directed for the libelants, with costs.

THE BARON IN!\ERDALE.
(District Court, E. D. New York. April 6, 1899.)

OF EVIDENCE.
In an action by a stevedore to recover for personal injuries received

while assisting to discharge Ii vessel, and caused by the breaking of an
iron hook furnished by the vessel and used by libelant and his fellow serv-
ants, on the ground that ·such hook was of poor material and had been
previously partly broken. the burden rests upon the libelant to prove that
the respondent was negligent in the selection of the hook or in failing to
keep it in fttcondition, and such burden must be sustained by evidence
sufficiently clear, distinct, and preponderating to enable the court to find
such fact without resort to conjectures or surmises as to the cause of the
breakage.

This was a libel by Eduardo Capitano against the steamship Baron
Innerdale to recover damages for a personal injury, on the ground of
negligence.
Richard A. Rendich, for libelant.
Convers & Kirlin, for claimant.

THOMAS, District Judge. This accident happened on the 17th
day of October, 1898. The libelant was one of several stevedores
engaged in unloading the steamer Baron Innerdale, through the bunker
hatch. The libelant's immediate duty was attendance upon the winch
near such hatch at which the lift was operated, which was attached
to a boom, used as a derrick, fitted in a gooseneck, and suspended with
a It-inch wire rope running forward to the mainmast, and a similar
rone on each side fastened to the boem by sister hooks, made of one-
half inch wrought iron, which were clamped on to the derrick; At

time of the accidep.t the stevedores were lifting baskets of sugar
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from the between-decks; two baskets, each weighing 750 or 800
pounds, constituting a single haul. The libelant's evidence tends to
show that as a haul was coming up through the hatch, and after it
had cleared all possible obstructions, one of the side lines gave way,
by reason of the breaking of one of the hooks, and the boom, thus
released, swung to the opposite side, striking the libelant, and shoving
him against the house, whereby he received injury.
Under the contract, it was probably the duty of the ship to furnish

the hooks. In any case, it did furnish such hooks, and· there is no
evidence as to the cause of the breaking, except that the libelant
claims that the iron was of a very inferior quality, and that there
was a small crack in each arm of the hook which caused it to break.
Knowledge of this break is predicated upon the statement of wit-
nesses that a small portion of each face of the broken surface was
rusted, and that some 10 or 12 days after the accident an inspection
of such broken surface showed that it was rusted unevenly. The bur-
den of proving that the shipowner did not use ordinary care in the
selection and maintenance of the hooks is upon the libelant. The
evidence produced to fulfill that burden must be sufficiently clear,
distinct, and preponderating to convince the court, without resort to
conjectures or surmises, that the claimant was negligent. "Wneil,
after a careful study and consideration of the case, a judge cannot
state candidly that his reason is convinced by the weight of evidence
that the respondent, in some particular pointed out, has negligently
done, or omitted to do, some act, in breach of his duty, the libelant
has not fulfilled the burden resting upon him. Courts are required
to examine, compare, analyze, infer, weigh, and strike the balance
of probabilities; but they are not required to hazard opinions that a
person has done wrong, without the presentation of intelligible and
substantiated facts which tend to establish the accusation. A question
of fact may be refined to such a degree that an accurate solution is
beyond any reliable intellectual process. At such point of mysti-
fication, the court is justified in holding that the libelant has not
sustained the burden of proof; that the domain of reasoning has been
passed, and that of pure surmise entered.
In the present case, several persons state (1) that the iron of which

the hooks are made is of a very inferior quality; (2) that the edge
and face of the break show evidences of a water crack, old break, or
other imperfect condition, of which the claimant should have known.
These witnesses are practical workmen, and apparently honest, and
their opinions carry weight, and might carry conviction. did not Man-
COI', Dickey, and Townsend, on the part of the claimant, testify that
there was not the slightest evidence of what the former witnesses
stated. These witnesses are not only practical men, but are obviously
men of superior education and opportunities. In any case, there is
llothing that justifies the court in preferring the libelant's witnesses.
But there is another phase of the case more perplexing. It is per-

fectly obvious that the proper office of the hooks did not require them
to bear any considerable strain. If the sugar was properly handled,
and not allowed to catch, the lateral strain on the hook would be
nothing, or very slight, as the chief strain would fall on the support-
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ing wire running the.boom.tp tAe. mast, Why, should h09;ks
of anyfll;ir strength,m;qc,!l the like these, which, even
if of", the inferior ,quality: stated by, the libelant's •witnesses, should
be l:apable of bearing large l,)];,ellk, .in ,the pf any
consideqll;>le' lateral straip.r lR-t the ,argument, be systematically
stated: .' (1) The hOOks" if, ;reasonabl,y" ''igood c,ond,',itiO,n, W,,'ould bear
a strain of at least 2,000 ,pounds. (2). .The hooks .were used to resist
lateral if the draft panpleq properly by the libelant's

would be little'or nothing.: (3) The hook
broke M a draft was trow, hold,. and the libelant's
evidence, of which there in terms, is.that the par-
ticular. draft did not catc!) and w3.snot.,otherwise interfered with.
(4) There is no preponderating,e",i4ence that the hook was defective.
It will observed .that there are two possible causes presented

for the brElIiking of the condition, and for this
the respondent would, be liable if suchC;:Quditionresulted froUl his
negligence; the other, the negligence of the libelant's fellow servants
in handlipgJhe there isnp preponderating evidence in
the ftrstcase"with the of proof upon the libelant, and there i13
direct and in the case negativing the

This seems to be a: puzzling ,condition,bJIt the embarrass-
ment is only apparent. The respondent is not liable, unless his neg-

pl.'oyed.Such proof requiresa,preponderl:lUce of evidence,
and such ,.evidence is abReIlt.: In such ca,se, it is not necessary for
the respondent to point out the cause, nor to disprove the attempted
excu.pation of another person, who had" tb,e power and, opportunity
to be. tM wrongdoer. If the exculpation .of those working the draft
be the respondent.il:l not proved guilty by the doctrine of
exclusion. This is so, because (1) it does not appear certaiI,lly that
all other are excluded, as, for instance, a previous draft catch-
ing e:;tused breakage;, and (2) because by reversing the
argumentJ; ,and, starting with the premises that there is. no preponder-
ating evidencljl that the break resulted from the respondent's negli-
gence, if the doctrine of exclusion .were APplicable, it could be inferred
that the hook was broken by those handling the draft, in such way
as to allQ.W it to ,catch. It is well known that drafts often catch on
the coamings of the hatclt, with disastro.us results to the lifting ap-
paratus, and were this not denied, and were the matter 'left to con-
jecture, a hindrance of tijat nature, resulting in a sudden and power-
ful lateral. strain on the boom, could be conjectured. The surmise
would be unjustified in either case. It was suggested on the argu-
ment that the breaking of the hook raises a presumption of negligence.
There is some authority for such contention, j;}ut it is not sustainable
in reason or by general authority. It invokes the doctrine of res ipsa
locquitur, which is quite inapplicable to this, class of cases. There is,
however, one practical and reason for believing that the,
hooks were in good condition at theinception of the work. They had
been used to load the ship in Java, and, at the very time of discharge
450 bags of sugar had already been taken froPl the hold before the
accident occurred. Each bag lifted of, this number attested the
strength and proper condition of the hoo1>.s; and is vigorous, palpable
proof that they were not defective. The libel should be dismissed.
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THE NEW YORK.
(DIstrict Court, E. D. New York. April 12, 1899.)

1. ADMIRALTY PRACTICE-CLAIMANT'S ROND.
Where, on motion of a libelant in rem, the court makes an order setting

aside a sale of the libeled vessel under a decrE!{' entered at the same term
in another suit, unless a bond is given by the claimant and he furnishes
an ordinary claimant's bond, such bond is available to the libelant In case
of his recovery.

2. MARITIME LIENS-NATURE OF VESSEL-BARGE.
A barge, though without means of self-propulsion, is subject to a mari-

time lien for breach of a contract of hiring to the same extent as any
other vessel.

3. SAME-LIEN OF CHARTERER FOR DAMAGES CAUSED BY UNSEAWORTHINESS-
LEASE OR DRMISE OF VESSEL.
If a vessel be let to a carrier for a voyage, or for a day, or other time,

at an agreed price per day, with a warranty of seaworthiness, and with a
stipulation that the hirer shall provide crew and everything for the pur-
pose of her navigation, and ·if by her unseaworthiness a cargo received
by the carrier for transportation is injured, and the damage is discharged
by the carrier, he has a lien on the vessel for the amount of such dam-
ages, and may recover the same in an action in rem against the ship.

4. SHIPPING-CHARTERING OF VESSEL-IMPLIED WARRANTY OF SEAWORTHINESS.
Where a vessel is chartered or let, there is an implied warranty on the

part of the owner that it is seaworthy, and sufficient for the use tOo which
it is to be devoted.

5. MARITIME LIENS-EFFECT 01" PROVISIONS OF CHARTER PARTY-SUBROGATION
OF CHARTERER TO LIEN OF CARGO OWNER.
Where a charter party Ilrnounts to a demise or lease of the vessel, the

owner surrendering to the charterer the entlre possession and control, the
latter takes the place of the owner, and becC)mes responsible as such to
shippers for damages for injuries to the cargo, though the vessel remains
liable therefor; and where, in discharge of his personal liability, he pays
such damages, and they resulted fTQm the fault of the ship,-as from her
unseaworthiness,-he is subrogated to the lien C)f the cargo C)wnef there-
for, his relation to the ship as to such damages being that of surety.

6. SAME-INJURY TO CARGO-RIGHT OF CHARTERER TO ENFORCE.
A charterer, as carrier, is so far the representative of the owner of the

cargo that he may sue in his own name for an injury theretC),. ap.d may
maintain an action in rem for such injury against the carrying ship where
the cargo owner could do so. .

7. ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION-MARITIME CONTRACT.
An action for damages growing out of the breach of a contract for the

hiring of a barge by reason of its unseaworthiness, which caused injury
to the cargo while the barge was at sea on a voyage, is based upon a mar-
itime contract, and is within the jurisdiction of a court of admiralty.

This was a libel in rem by Edward C. Smith and another1 as re-
ceivers of the Vermont Central Railroad Company, against the barge
New York, to recover damages for an injury to cargo, alleged to have
resulted from the unseaworthiness of the barge.
Carpenter & Park and Robert D. Benedict, for libelants.
Hyland & Zabriskie and Nelson Zabriskie, for claimants.

THOMAS, District Judge. In September, 1895, the Vermont Cen-
tral Railroad Company, of which the libelants are now receivers,
entered into a contract with the claimant for the use by the said com-
pany of a barge, at an agreed price of $10 per day, which included the


